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COMPREHENSION  PASSAGE 

Robert Bruce was the king of Scotland. Once, he had to run and hide from his enemies . He 

was sad and tired . He sat down on the patch of grass . There he saw a spider trying to spin a 

web by swinging from one branch of the tree to another. It tried six times and failed but the 

seventh time it succeeded . After seeing all this Bruce decided not to give up . He gathered his 

man and fought bravely and won his kingdom . 

A) Read the passage and answer the following questions:- 

Q1. Who was Robert Bruce? 

Ans_________________________________________________________________________ 

Q2. What was spider doing ? 

Ans.________________________________________________________________________    

____________________________________________________________________________ 

B) Fill in the blanks :- 

1) Robert Bruce had to run and hide from his _______________  

2)  The  spider succeeded the _______________ time . 

C) Answer the following questions  (Lesson based) 

Q1. How do trees prevent soil erosion? 

Ans.________________________________________________________________________ 

 ____________________________________________________________________________ 

Q2. To whom was the old woman daughter married to ? 

Ans.________________________________________________________________________     

____________________________________________________________________________ 

D) Who said to whom ? 

1) “Don’t you know how important trees are for us”?  

 _______________________________________________________________________ 

E) Fame the sentence: 

1) shelter :-   

_______________________________________________________________________ 

GRAMMAR 

A) Fill in the blanks with correct preposition: _ 

1) The cat jumped ________________ the wall (on /over ) 

2) This secret is ________________ you and me (between /in ) 

B) Frame the sentences using the following homophones :- 

1) meet :-____________________________________________________________ 



 meat :- ___________________________________________________________  

C) Tick the correct conjunction:- 

1) I got good marks ( and / because ) I worked very hard . 

2) The food was tasty ( but / to ) costly . 

D) Fill in th blanks with suitable describing words :- 

1) ____________ fruits are good for us . 

2) Rajat likes _____________ milk . 

E) Fill in the blanks with ‘a’ , ‘ an’ or ‘ the’ : 

1) ___________ Taj Mahal is made of white marble . 

2) There is ____________ blue clock in my classroom . 

VOCABULARY 

A) Fill in the blanks with the words given in the box :- 

1) The park is full of beautiful ______________ . 

2) Always eat ______________ fruits and vegetables . 

B) Match the following . 

   A     B 

1) shoe    paste 

2) school   lace 

3) tooth    bag 

C) Do as directed :- 

1) Make a word chain . Come -> ____________ -> ____________ 

2) Write the rhyming words of light  ->  __________  , ___________ 

SPELLINGS 

A) Circle the correct spellings :- 

1) indstries industries indestries 

2) fuel  feul  feeule 

B) Correct the spellings :- 

1) imposible  _________________    2)  moeing ______________ 

C) Fill in the missing letters :- 

1) v_ _ a  M _ h _ t _ a _ a  2)  b _ _ f _ _ o _ s 

 

CREATIVE WRITING 

Write few lines on topic ‘ Trees – Our green friends 

 Help words – 

Trees – useful gift of nature , green friends , give us many things , prevent soil erosion , provide shelter , 

oxygen to breathe  , clean the air , prevent pollution ,  do not cut , save trees . 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

flowers , fresh , horse 

fresh, hot, strong 


